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'Abstract--The quantum-path theory of collision broadening involves a correlation function which can be
calculated by infinite-order perturbation theory. From the expression obtained, both the impact and the
quasistatic limit are easily derived. Application of the WKB method is discussed for the impact result.

INTRODUCTION

IN MOSTtheories of pressure broadening of spectral lines, one makes the assumption that the
motion of perturbers with respect to the absorbing (or emitting) atom can be treated classically
(classical path theories). The interaction Hamiltonian then becomes a given function of time,
depending on the trajectory followed by the atoms during a collision. Very often the problem is
further simplified in that straight line trajectories are used. Only a few authors tl) have tried to
refine the model by introducing curved trajectories corresponding to Newtonian motion
governed by the interatomic potential. However, this procedure leads to ambiguous results
since the interatomic potential changes during the optical transition and it is not clear whether
the ground or the excited state potential or even some intermediate potential are to be used.
Moreover, except in special cases, this type of theory violates Kirchhoff's law, as has been
shown by NIENHUIS. ~2) These difficulties disappear if the motions of the perturbers are treated
quantum-mechanically (quantum-path theories).
The first rigorous treatment using a quantum-path theory has been given by Baranger, who
derived expressions for the broadening and shift of a spectral line in the impact limit, t3~ In this
paper, we use Baranger's model to derive an expression, based on infinite-order perturbation
theory, yielding not only the impact limit but the quasistatic limit as well. Furthermore, in the
case of the impact limit, the WKB approximation is discussed with reference to the purely
quasi-classical results. In the following derivation, we consider absorption spectra and we
further assume for simplicity that all interaction potentials are spherically symmetric.

G E N E R A L E X P R E S S I O N FOR T H E C O R R E L A T I O N F U N C T I O N

Our general formulation is the same as in Baranger's work, °> with the following approximations:
(i) Born-Oppenheimer factorization of the electronic wave function of the atom and of the
translational wave function describing the relative motion of the perturbers.t
(ii) Space-fixed atoms and independent perturber motion.
tThe word "atom" refers to the atom performing the optical transition under study.
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The absorption-line

profile can be expressed

by the relation

Ld7 e’“‘d(T).
I (I

f(w) = (llr)Rr

(1)

where 4(~) is the autocorrelation
function of the dipole moment.
In the simple, non-degenerate
case with additive perturbations,
4(~) is given by 4(~) =
[P(T)lN. where N is the number of perturbers: the binary correlation function (P(T) can be
written in the formC3’
(2a)

(F(7)= 1- g(T)/0
with bL being the normalization

volume. Taking R to infinity, the correlation

$J(T)= exp I- ng(~)l.

function

becomes

n = N/O.

We express the binary correlation function (P(T) in terms of wave functions associated with the
perturber motion for both the ground (8) and excited (e) states of the atom. According to Ref.
(3) cp(~) is given by

(P(T)= p%(T) = (%dTNk

(3a)

and
(3b)
Here pk is the statistical weight-factor and k. EL and k’, Ekpare the momenta and energies of the
stationary translational
states Ix), respectively.
For simplicity, we set h = 1. Summing over
intermediate states k’. one can write
(Pk(r) =
here He is the Hamiltonian
function:

associated

G’(k.7)

e’EkT(Xgk(
e-‘H”lXgk);

with the excited state. Let us define the following Green

=

(l/i)(xpkj

e-'H"'IX~k)@)~

(4)

13(r) being the Heaviside step function.
According to Eq. (1) it is sufficient to know the correlation function
Hence, we may consider instead of (~~(7) a function defined as
(Pk+(T)= (pk(T)e(T) = eiEA’iG’(k.
From Eq. (41, the Green function

(3c)

7).

for positive values of

T.

(5)

in w-space.
G+(k, w) =

I

+Z

x

dT e’“‘G+(k,

7).

(6)

is given by
(7)
From Eqs. (3a) and (5), we can write

‘P+(T)=

pk

eiEkT(i/2n)

dw e-‘“‘G’(k, w).

(8)
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In the following section, the quantity G+(k, tO) will be evaluated by using a perturbation
expansion.
E X P A N S I O N OF G+(k, to)

The starting point will be the following identity between operators:
I[A = l I B + (1/B)(B - A ) ( I / A ) ,

which can be written as the infinite sum
I[A = lIB + (1/B)(B - A ) ( 1 / B ) + (1/B)(B - A ) ( 1 / B ) ( B - A ) ( 1 / B ) + . . . .

In the present case, A = tO - He +/8, B = tO - Hg +/8; B - A = He - Hg = Ve - Vg. Here, He and
H~ are the Hamiltonians for the excited (e) and the ground (g) states, respectively, and Ve and
Vg are the corresponding potentials. The difference potential V~ - Vg will be denoted by V.
We thus obtain an infinite-order perturbation expansion for G÷(k, tO), viz.
:¢

G + = Go + + G ( + .... + G. + +... = ~

G. +,

n---':'o

wheret

G,,÷

(Cat) ":" E k -4- i ~ ) 2 kl.k2..~., n - , (£O - - Ek, "+ i~) . . . (tO -- Ekn_l + i~)"

In Eq. (9), Vk.ki is the matrix element

(Xgki[V[)~gk~). Figure

(9)

1 shows diagrammatically the

expansion for the Green function.

z

4. .....

k

I

Fig. I. Diagrammatic expansion of the Green function. The dots represent matrix elements and the lines
between them are the zeroth-order Green functions.

Returning to the correlation function, we write, using the definition of Eq. (5) and the
inverse relation (6),
q~k(z) = l + ( i / 2 ~ ) f + _ : d t o [ e i~Ek-°'~'~- 1]G+(k, to),

r>0,

(10)

which is obtained by introducing the additional relation
(i/27r)

--ee

dtoG+(k, to) = ~Ok(O)= 1.

Equation (10) can be rewritten in terms of the expansion (9), as follows:
~k(z) = 1 + (i/2~r) ~

dto [e "e:'°~" - l]G~+(k, to),

It is seen that the term with n = 0 gives no contribution.
flt is tacitly understood that lim 8--,0 + has to be taken.
IQSRT VoL 21. No. 2--a2

r>0

(11)
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In the expression for G.+(k, to), as given by Eq. (9), one of the factors to - Ek + i6 in the
denominator may be replaced by to - Ek because the factor e "E~-'°~"- 1 of Eq. (11) goes to zero
as Ek - to for to ~ Ek so that no additional divergence appears. We then introduce the following
decomposition:
1

(to - Ek + iS)(to - Ek)(to -- E,, + i8) . . . . (to - Ek._, + ia)
_

1
[/ A ,'ao.
t o - Ek + iS \ t o - Ek

+ , ~~-J

)
A~.
~z'--"{--t o - Ek + i8 "

(12)

We now perform the integrations over to, which leads to the following results for 8--,0 ÷ and
r>O:
+_~

e i(E~-~')r- I

- - 27rr,

dto (to - Ek + iS)(to - Ek)
f+~
- ~

e i(E~-'°)~- 1

2~ri

[ei(~k-Ek)T - 1].

(13)

doJ (to _ Ek + iS)(to - Ek + i8) = Uk -- E--'---'~
I,

v

Using these relations together with Eqs. (9), (11), and (12), we finally obtain

~k

x - 2~rrA0. + 2rri ~

--_

(e"e~-ek)" - 1)

for r > 0.

(14)

From this general equation, both the impact and the quasistatic limit can be obtained, as will
now be shown.
THE IMPACT LIMIT

Up to this stage, the only approximations are (i) and (ii). We now add the impact
approximation, according to which only large correlation times have to be considered. This
procedure amounts to neglecting, on the right-hand side of Eq. (14), the term that is not
proportional to r since, at very large r, the other term will obviously be dominating.
Replacing A0, by
Ao, = 1/(Ek - Ek, + i 8 ) . . . (Ek -- Ek._, + i8).

we obtain the expression for the binary correlation function in the impact limit, viz.
ek(r) = l - i t

( Vkk+ ~= ~~
-kl

(Ek--Ek,+is)VkklVklk2"''Vkn-lk(Ek--Ek.
,+i~))
-I

" "

.

(15)

"

This expression may be identified with the following relation given by BARANGER"(3)
q~k("r) =

1

-

iT<Xgk[VlXek).

(16)

In order to show that the last two expressions are equal, we introduce the following expansion
known from scattering theory3 5)
[Xek) = [Xgk) + Ek

1

-- H~ + i8

1

VIXgO 4 Ek

-- Hg + i8

1

V Ek - Hg

+ i8

V[Xgk) + . . .

(17)

The resulting expansion for ~pk(r) can be cast in the form of Eq. (15) by inserting intermediate
states and acting on these with the operator Hg.
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By combining Eq. (16) with Eqs. (2a, b), we see that the correlation function for the
N-perturber system may be written in the form

i~O(XgklVIx~k)).

&(~') = exp (-

(18)

By substituting this into the expression (1), we get a Lorentzian profile. If we then express the
quantity (XgdVlx~k) in terms of phase-shifts,t6) the following results for impact broadening and
shift, known as Lindholm's formulae, are obtained:
shift=

-nzr(1/m)((I/k)~(2/+

1) sin [2(Sekt-- 6gk,)])o ,
(19)

width =

n21r(1/m)((1/k)~ (2/+ 1)(1 -

cos [2(6a+-

8~k,)]))ov.

Here l is an angular momentum quantum number, which appears if the wave functions are
expanded into partial waves and the phase-shifts are defined by the asymptotic expressions of
the corresponding radial parts, which are proportional to

(l/kr) sin [kr -

~e,gkl]

(Ir/2)! +

for large interatomic distances r.
In order to evaluate the phase-shifts t~e,gkl, o n e possibility is to use the WKB-method, as will
be shown later. However, except in the quasiclassical limit, it is not easy to obtain numerical
results by applying the above equations.
THE QUASISTATIC LIMIT

In Eq. (14) we introduce the expansion
ei(U*-ukv)" - 1 = ~= (I/p+ !)(ir)~(Ek - Ek,)~.
We then have

q~k(r) = I - i~'Vkk-- ~

E

Vkk, . . . Vk._,k

kl....kn- !

i'rAo,+ ~

B~21(i'r)~+/p` !

(20)

=

with

B ~-' = A..(Ek Inside the parentheses, the term

(21)

Eku)~-l,

izAo. combines with the terms corresponding to p` = 1 to give

n-1

i~- E A~., which is zero in view of the definition of the A~.. On the other hand, the coet~cients
v=0

B ~~.- I , which satisfy the relation (21), can be defined by the following expansion:
(Ek -

o~) " - 2

"-~

B.~. -'

-(o~_Ek,+iS)...(~_Ek._,+iS)=~__oJ_Ekv+i8

(2~<p` ~<n).

(22)

Straightforward consequences of this procedure are listed below:
for
for

p` < n,
p` = n,

n-i

~

By~'-1 = 0;

.-1
~ B / - I = ( - 1)n-I.

(23)
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Changing the order of the summation in Eq. (20) and using Eq. (23), we obtain

~k(T) =

l -- iTVkk + ~_ kv.~. n_l Vkkl " " Vk. ,k(-- i?)"/n !
(24)
kl

I

~PI+]

The second and third terms of Eq. (24) can be written as

"~ (V")kk(--i'r)"/n].

(25)

We finally obtain the following expansion:
n-I

q~k(r)=(e-~V')kk--~= k,..~, V k k , . . . Vk° ,k~+~ ~= B % 1 (i"rPll~ !.

(26)

We now take the quasistatic limit by considering ? as a vanishingly small quantity. If we then
compare in Eq. (26) the first and the second terms on the right-hand side, we see that, for a given
order n in the potential, the first term yields a factor r" whereas the second is of higher order in
r with factors ~'"÷J, z "+2, etc... Consequently, in the quasistatic limit, we disregard the second
term and write
~k(7") = (e iVr)kk.

(27)

Using Eqs. (2a, b) and Eq. (3a), we thus obtain the following relations:
q~(.r) = ~

pkq~k(r) = T r ( p e -ivT)

= I - (l/f2)Tr(f2p(l

~5(r) = exp[- n T r ( f l p ( l

- e-'V~))

(28)

- e iv,) 1.

(29)

In the last equation, the normalization volume drops out if properly normalized wave functions
are used to evaluate the trace.
The correlation function given by Eq. (29) is equivalent to the well-known quasiclassical
result. (6~
THE WKB APPROXIMATION IN THE IMPACT LIMIT
Explicit calculations of half-width and shift from Lindholm's formulae (19) are not easy to
perform. We tried to obtain approximate results by using the WKB method. According to this
method, the quantum mechanical phase-shifts are given by the following expressions: (7*
8ekl -- 6gkt =

Fe d r -

F~ d r + "0< - "OR.

(30)

The different quantities entering this equation are defined as follows:
F'~ = k[1 - 1(l + 1)/kEr z - V e ( r ) / E ] li2

(31)

with a similar expression for F~; E is the total energy of the relative motion; r~ and re are the
classical turning-points for the potentials Ve and Vg, respectively.
Quantum-mechanically, there can be cases with three turning points and then the additional
terms r/e and rig of Eq. (30) must be calculated (7). However, we found that these terms had only
a small influence on the total cross-section.
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Using the relations given above, we have performed detailed calculations for the systems
H g - H e 3 and H g - H e 4 and have found considerable deviations from the purely classical results.

In fact, one can show that, in order to obtain the usual classical expression from Eq. (30),
considerable simplifications have to be made. Setting r~ ~ rg and neglecting ~/, and ~g, we write
8ekl -- ~gkt =

(F~ - Fg) dr.

Furthermore, we assume V = Ve - Vg ,~ Vg and, by using Eq. (31), we obtain to the first order
in V,
(Fe - F s) dr = (k/2E)

V dr/[1 - l(l + 1)/k2r 2 - Vg/E] 't2.

(32)

In the classical limit, where l ( l + l)/kE-~b2(b = impact parameter), k / 2 E - ~ l / v o (v0 = initial
relative velocity), Eq. (32) reduces to
8e - 8g -~ rkt/2 = (l/vo)

V dr/(1 - b2/r 2 - Vg/E) 1/2,

(33)

which has been used by several authors in their calculations of pressure broadening and shift: 1)
Although Eq. (33) can be obtained from the general expression in a formal manner, its
application is not justified in most practical cases because of the restrictive approximations that
were made. In particular, it is doubtful that the difference potential can be treated as negligibly
small compared to Vg. Therefore, large deviations have to be expected if the correct expression
(30) is employed.
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